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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE activity of the fetal heart appears very early during pregnancy and depends on the progressive development of the nervous system of the embryo. During this process of maturation, the sympathetic and parasympathetic branches of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) play a fundamental role in controlling and modulating fetal heart rate (FHR).
Recording FHR and measuring its variability represent a noninvasive way to collect information about the fetal state and the proper development of the ANS [1] . Moreover, some FHR patterns can be directly connected to the level of fetal oxygenation that is essential for fetal well-being. G. Magenes is with the Department of Industrial Engineering and Information, Universita' di Pavia, Pavia 27100, Italy (e-mail: giovanni.magenes@unipv.it).
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For these reasons, FHR monitoring is considered crucial to identify risky conditions in the fetus. Their early detection contributes to the reduction of complications and fetal death episodes as well as diminishes the need for invasive interventions. FHR monitoring is also very important to minimize risks of fetal morbidity and mortality and to evaluate the optimal timing for delivery. Fetal pathological conditions such as intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR), diabetes, infections, and placental abruption can be diagnosed thanks to heart rate variability (HRV) analyses [2] .
IUGR is one of the most severe causes of perinatal morbidity and mortality: it consists of a pathological inhibition of fetal growth, with a consequent failure of the fetus to attain its growth potential. It is strictly connected to fetal hypoxia and asphyxia. The incidence of IUGR is approximately 5% of all pregnancies [3] . Thus, fetal monitoring is extremely important to detect IUGR or other risky conditions in the fetus, supporting the decision process of clinicians.
The use of FHR monitoring strongly increased in the last decades, as statistical data about U.S. pregnancies show: 45% of laboring women in 1980, 62% in 1988, 74% in 1992, and 85% in 2002 were submitted to this screening procedure [4] .
FHR can be measured using several technological approaches. The most diffused technique is cardiotocography (CTG), which combines the measure of FHR through a Doppler ultrasound probe with the detection of uterine contractions using a pressure sensor. Doppler ultrasound allows the detection of heart beat events by sensing fetal heart movements. The device generates a trace reporting the heart rate changes during the screening process [5] .
An alternative approach to record FHR is fetal electrocardiography (FECG), made by external or internal electrodes, depending on the gestational age. External (or abdominal) FECG consists of placing the electrodes on the maternal abdomen, recording the electrical activity of both fetal and mother's heart and then separating the two signals, when possible, by means of dedicated algorithms [2] . Internal FECG can be recorded during labor only, after the rupture of the membranes, and consists of placing an electrode directly on the fetal scalp [6] .
The CTG approach, although less accurate than internal FECG in the detection of FHR, is commonly employed in antepartum monitoring, because it is noninvasive and performs better than abdominal ECG in FHR detection.
In recent years, new ideas emerged in the field of fetal well-being assessment, with the goal of reducing invasiveness and allowing continuous and remote fetal monitoring. These efforts have been mainly produced in the technological domain by designing and developing new monitors and devices based on different approaches (Echo4D, ST segment analysis (STAN) for intrapartum electronic fetal monitoring). Nonetheless reliable and quantitative indices, directly related to pathological events, are still the weak link in the fetal diagnostic chain.
In 2009, the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) tried to define the standards for nomenclature and interpretation of fetal monitoring [7] . The ACOG guidelines also summarize all statistics about the efficacy of fetal monitoring and underline the main problems in this field. As a matter of fact, most diagnostic conclusions derived from the analysis of CTG recordings rely on qualitative visual inspection of CTG traces and, thus, on the clinician's experience. This causes a diffused intraobserver and interobserver variabilities in CTG traces interpretation. An interesting paper [8] reports that when four obstetricians examined 50 cardiotocograms, they agreed in only 22% of cases. Two months later, the same clinicians interpreted 21% of the same tracings in a different way from what they did the first time. Moreover, eye inspection is unable to depict more complex events that can be extracted only by using quantitative approaches that investigate the information content of FHR variability signal. Thus, it is important to improve the reliability of FHR analysis by introducing new indicators related to the pathophysiological condition of the fetal heart.
For this reason, we have been working for many years, trying to quantify fetal well-being in an objective way and to overcome inter-and intraobserver variabilities [9] , [10] . The purpose of this paper is to improve the quality of early diagnosis of fetal distress and disease conditions by introducing and applying a new index computed on the phase-rectified signal average (PRSA) curve [11] . The manuscript presents the results obtained after applying a set of parameters to a selected population of healthy and IUGR fetuses (61 + 61). Our objective is to combine and compare diagnostic performance of traditional parameters based on the time domain analysis, such as short time variability (STV) [12] , Delta, long term irregularity (LTI) [12] and interval index [13] , nonlinear parameters, such as approximate entropy (ApEn) [14] , with this new proposed index. The performance of the new acceleration (or deceleration) phase-rectified slope [acceleration phase-rectified slope (APRS) or deceleration phase-rectified slope (DPRS)] parameter is also compared with other parameters computed on the PRSA curve by other research groups [15] , [16] .
The final goal of this study is to add the new proposed index to a set of parameters able to improve the early prenatal diagnosis. These indices are extremely important to reduce the inter-and intraobserver variabilities and, at the same time, to identify and diagnose risky conditions in the fetus, supporting clinicians in the decision process.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Data Collection
Our system consists of a HP-1350 CTG fetal monitor connected to a computer using a RS-232 serial port. However, our computerized system is compatible with any other CTG monitor using the HP data protocol (Agilent, Corometrics 170, Philips 50 A, etc.). The U.S. probe generates 998.4-kHz ultrasound bursts that repeat with a frequency of 3.2 kHz. The received echo is amplified thanks to a high-frequency amplifier with a gain of 120. Then, the signal is demodulated and band-pass filtered (100-500 Hz).
The CTG monitor is endowed with an autocorrelation control to compare every heart beat with the following one. The Doppler signal is sampled at 200 Hz (time sampling window: 5 ms). The autocorrelation function (ACF) is computed over a window of 1.2 s, corresponding to a minimum FHR of 50 bpm. A peak detection algorithm then detects the heart period from the ACF and a FHR value in bpm is produced. The CTG system updates the FHR value every 250 ms. In the commercially available system, the PC reads ten consecutive values of the buffer every 2.5 s and determines the actual FHR as the average of the ten values (corresponding to a sampling frequency of 0.4 Hz). In our previous works [9] , [10] , [17] , [18] we decided to average two consecutive FHR values every 0.5 s in order to obtain FHR series of 2 Hz (1 sample every 0.5 s). The choice of taking a FHR value each 0.5 s represents a reasonable compromise to achieve an enough large bandwidth and an acceptable accuracy of the beat-to-beat intervals (<2 ms) [9] .
B. Experimental Protocol
CTG recordings were collected at the Azienda Ospedaliera Universitaria Federico II, Napoli, Italy. Population was composed of 122 subjects (61 healthy and 61 IUGR). Both populations were defined "a posteriori," after delivery, on the basis of standard parameters (Apgar scores, weight, abdominal circumference): IUGR fetuses were selected by weight below the 10th percentile for their gestational age and abdominal circumference below the 10th percentile.
The healthy population was then selected from our database, consisting of more than 800 subjects, by trying to match as close as possible the gestational age of the IUGR recordings. Only CTG signals acquired during the 34th and 35th gestational week were included in the study, in order to have a population comparable to the IUGR one in terms of pregnancy period.
Table I summarizes population details. All recordings were acquired in a controlled clinical environment, with the pregnant woman lying on a bed. The average length of the recordings was 2730 ± 615 s for healthy subjects and 3418 ± 1033 s for IUGR fetuses.
C. Processing of FHR signals
The HP-1350 quantifies the quality of the acquired FHR signal with a color index: good (green), acceptable (yellow), and bad (red). This quality evaluation is based on the output of the autocorrelation procedure computed during data acquisition. Each FHR recording is then divided into windows of 360 data points (3 min). The red quality points are replaced by the average of the nearest five FHR points. If the trace contains more than five consecutive red-quality points or a subinterval includes more than 5% red quality values, that subinterval is left off the analysis. This approach allows correcting noisy segments or discarding them when the SNR ratio is too poor (insufficient) for further analysis. Acquisition and preprocessing procedure is fully described in [9] .
D. Phase-Rectified Signal Average
PRSA is a technique introduced by Bauer et al. [11] . This approach allows the detection and the quantification of quasi-periodic oscillations in nonstationary signals affected by noise and artifacts, by synchronizing the phase of all periodic components.
This method demonstrated its usefulness in FHR signal analysis, when episodes of increasing and/or decreasing FHR appear [15] . In fact, occurrence or absence of such periods can be related to the healthy status of the fetus [7] . Increases and decreases of FHR are controlled by the ANS, which modulates heartbeat intervals receiving inputs from heart, lungs, and blood vessels. In the Ob-Gyn literature, these increases and decreases of FHR are commonly referred as "accelerations" and "decelerations." These are not the terms we decided to adopt in this study as they do not necessary correspond to the definitions provided by the ACOG (American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists) in 2009 [7] . Anyway, these modulation events could be studied by evaluating signal oscillations. For this reason, we introduced the PRSA method to quantify fetal well-being states and extract information on the ANS development and functioning from FHR modulation.
Computational procedure: Computing the PRSA curve requires a time series i = 1, . . . , N , characterized by periodicities and correlations, as well as containing nonstationary and noise events. The first step is the computation of the so-called anchor points (APs). APs are fiducial points selected according to the average value of the signal before and after a certain instant k, within a selected time window.
In our analysis, we define as APs those x i , belonging to the FHR time series, such as the following inequality stands, within a time window of length 2T :
The inequality (1) identifies APs that mark a signal increase. A similar inequality can be used to identify decreases by replacing the > symbol with the < symbol. According to this definition, around half of all points in the time series are identified as APs (see Fig 1, upper diagram) . The T parameter can be used to control the upper frequency of the periodicities that are detected by PRSA. In our analyses, T values from T = 5 to T = 100, step 5, were tested. APs can be used to phase-rectify the signal [10] , removing noise and preserving only periodic oscillations in the time series. After detecting the AP, windows of 2L samples are built around each AP. Since many of the APs are adjacent, many of the defined windows will overlap. The parameter L should be larger than the period of slowest oscillation that one wants to detect. We tested several values of L, ranging from 50 to 1000, step 20. Fig. 1 (lower diagram) shows all 2L windows, obtained from the previous step, synchronized in their APs and averaged, in order to obtain a single PRSA curve per patient (red curve in the diagram). The averaging process filters out all nonperiodic components that are not synchronized, preserving the events with a fixed phase relationship with the APs only. For a more detailed description of the algorithm, please refer to [11] .
After obtaining the PRSA curve, it is useful to summarize the information within a single parameter, which describes the dynamical characteristics of the curve. Bauer et al. [16] employed the acceleration (or deceleration) capacity parameter and applied it to identify a mortality predictor after myocardial infarction
where X(0) is the sample corresponding to the AP. This equation is a quantification of X by Haar wavelet analysis, where the scale of 2 is used. The same parameter was also employed by Kantelhardt et al. [19] to predict risk in heart attack survivals. Huhn et al. [15] applied for the first time PRSA to FHR series. They employed a parameter very similar to the AC to identify and classify IUGR fetuses. They used the average acceleration (or deceleration) capacity (AAC), corresponding to the integral measure of all periodic acceleration-related oscillations. The AAC was defined as follows:
In our analysis, we introduced a new parameter computed on the PRSA curve. Indeed, since in FHR signals the diagnostic information is contained in the number and the temporal characteristics of increases and decreases in heart rate, we define the acceleration (or deceleration) phase-rectified slope (APRS or DPRS), as the slope of the PRSA curve computed in the AP (see Fig. 2 )
This parameter is a descriptor of both the average increase (and decrease) in FHR amplitude (absolute change of heart frequency) and the time length of the increase (or decrease) event. According to [7] , these two measures are the most used in clinical practice to quantify fetal well-being.
E. Time-Domain Parameters
In order to provide a precise and complete picture of fetal well-being, we also considered a set of time domain parameters that are commonly and traditionally used to quantify fetal wellbeing. These parameters describe the temporal properties of the FHR series. Parameters were computed by the commercial version of the CTG system, on FHR series obtained by averaging ten FHR values over 2.5 s windows (ten samples). Thus, every minute of signal contains 24 points, 2.5 s spaced. This signal is expressed in ms and we will refer to it as T 24 .
1) Short time variability (STV).
The STV is a parameter that quantifies FHR variability over a short time scale. The index was computed using the definition provided by Arduini et al. [20] [20] was used for the analysis
where T 24 (i) is 1 min of RR signal. As we did with the previous parameters, the II values computed over different windows are averaged to obtain a single II value per patient. 4) Delta. Delta is the simplest parameter we used in the analysis. It simply describes the range of the signal in a given interval of time. Delta was computed over windows 1 min long using the following equation:
(8) The Delta values computed over different windows are averaged in order to describe each patient with a unique Delta value.
F. Approximate Entropy
In the analysis, the ApEn was used to quantify the nonlinear dynamics of FHR series and to verify if nonlinear characteristics of the signal are able to distinguish healthy fetuses from IUGR ones. ApEn is a descriptor of the regularity of the system under study. ApEn was defined by Pincus [14] : given N points u(i), the algorithm constructs sequences x m (i) obtained by taking 
The ApEn was computed over 3 min windows using r = 0.2 and m = 1. Then, ApEn values computed over different windows were averaged in order to get a unique parameter per patient.
III. RESULTS
All parameters were computed on the cardiotocographic recordings of 61 healthy and 61 IUGR fetuses. For each parameter, we obtained a single value per subject. Table II Before direct comparison, we verified that the two populations showed Gaussian distributions for all parameters using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
We tested the performance of the parameters in discriminating healthy from IUGR patients using the t-test. Table III summarizes the results. Between the time parameters, Delta and STV show the best performance in the discrimination task (Delta: p-value of 1.45e-9; STV: p-value of 1.22e-9). LTI is also efficient in the discrimination (p-value: 2.08e-4). II is the only time parameter which fails to reject the null hypothesis of the t-test. The nonlinear parameter we employed in the analysis, ApEn, does not allow the rejection of the null hypothesis at 5% significance level.
The parameter we introduced in this paper shows overall the best performance. Indeed the APRS allows the rejection of the null hypothesis with a p-value of 1.12e-9. The DPRS behaves even better, with a p-value of 9.57e-12. The DPRS is the parameter in the analyses which exhibits the smallest p-value in the discrimination between healthy and IUGR patients. On   TABLE III  RESULTS OF THE T -TEST COMPARISON BETWEEN HEALTHY  AND IUGR PATIENTS the contrary, with our data, AC and AAC are not efficient in the discrimination. Fig. 3 shows the boxplots, which summarize the results for the two populations. The boxplots confirm the statistics described above, since Delta, STV, APRS, and DPRS are the parameters that behave most efficiently in discriminating healthy and IUGR patients. In order to determine the optimal discrimination threshold, we computed the ROC curves for the most efficient parameters. Fig. 4 shows the ROC curves computed for the APRS, DPRS, and STV. For APRS, we obtained a cut-off point of 0.1327, which guarantees a sensitivity of 0.7413 and specificity of 0.8033. The corresponding AUC is 0.8235. For DPRS, we obtained a cut-off value of −0.1426, corresponding to a sensitivity of 0.7705 and specificity of 0.7541 (AUC = 0.8371). For STV, we obtained a cut-off point of 5.4658, corresponding to a sensitivity of 0.7636 and specificity of 0.75. The AUC for the STV parameter was 0.8160.
Finally, we also quantified the correlation between the new parameter introduced in the analysis, APRS, and the two parameters that are traditionally and most commonly used in the clinical practice, STV and Delta. APRS shows significant correlation with both the parameters. As Fig. 5 displays, the healthy and IUGR population are clearly recognizable as two very separate clouds of points in the graphs. This result confirms how efficient the new parameter is. Comparable results were obtained using the DPRS in place of APRS (results are not shown but are summarized in Table IV ).
IV. DISCUSSION
The aim of this paper was to find more reliable indices for the evaluation of fetal states thus preventing possible disease conditions. We introduced a new parameter able to reliably discriminate IUGR fetuses from normal ones. APRS and DPRS indices were defined as the slope of the phase-rectified signal average curve computed on FHR recordings. The parameter is quantitatively linked to the increase and decrease events (accelerations and decelerations) of the HRV signal. The strength of this index was verified by comparing its performance with three different sets of parameters that are employed in fetal heart rate analysis: 1) time domain parameters, 2) nonlinear parameters (ApEn), and 3) other parameters computed on the PRSA curve. The results on a population of 122 subjects (61 normal and 61 IUGRs, carefully selected) show that the parameter we are proposing performs better than any other considered in the comparison. This is confirmed both by the t-tests on the two populations and by the ROC curves shown in Fig. 4 . According to [14] , the PRSA curve describes the main increase and decrease episodes (or patterns) in the FHR time series under analysis. Although these events do not correspond exactly to the definitions, usually employed in the clinical routine, of "acceleration" and "deceleration" of FHR signal, they provide almost the same information about the FHR time course.
As a matter of fact accelerations and decelerations are the FHR increase and decrease patterns mostly used by clinicians to quantify fetal well-being. The practice bulletin guideline by the ACOG [7] defined the standards for the interpretation of FHR series: risky conditions are often associated with changes in the entity of accelerations and, mainly, decelerations, in terms of amplitude, duration, and shape. For this reason, we worked to define a global index descriptive of the entity of FHR increases and decreases. The slope of the PRSA curve depends both from the amplitude and duration of such events and that is the reason why it has been proposed to distinguish healthy and IUGR patients.
Results we obtained are coherent with the existing literature on fetal monitoring. Indeed, according to [7] , FHR decelerations are more significant than accelerations to quantify fetal risky conditions because their time courses are strictly related to the physiological recovery from possible hypoxic states. The results obtained applying DPRS and APRS confirm this observation. DPRS performed better than APRS in the discrimination task. We obtained a lower p-value in the t-test and, at the same time, we also obtained a larger AUC in the ROC curve.
APRS and DPRS proved to be correlated with short term variability (STV) and delta, two time domain indices that are generally considered as fundamental to assess fetal well-being in the clinical practice. Interestingly, correlation values between these time domain indices and our APRS and DPRS are statistically significant, even if the computational process to obtain them is extremely different. As a matter of fact, the parameters are computed on two totally different version of the original time series: Delta and STV are computed on the FHR signal, by excluding accelerations and decelerations (as suggested by Arduini et al. [20] ), while APRS and DPRS are computed on the PRSA curve, a 400 samples time series obtained after an averaging process. This confirms that APRS and DPRS can be used as additional parameters to help clinicians in the difficult task of identifying IUGR fetuses during pregnancy.
As a further outcome, by applying the approach proposed by Huhn [15] to our sample population, we obtained significantly different results in the discrimination of IUGR from normal fetuses. Indeed in our analysis both the indices proposed by Huhn (AAC and ADC) [15] failed in the discrimination between healthy and IUGR patients, while those parameters were highly discriminating in their paper. We believe this difference could be partially explained by the great difference in the gestational age of the two groups in the paper of Huhn et al. (33th gestational week for IUGR fetuses versus 37th for healthy ones), by the different sampling frequency and by the preprocessing steps we introduced in our paper. As a matter of fact, we preventively removed artifacts and bad quality FHR segments before computing time parameters, nonlinear parameters and PRSA curve, in order to standardize the temporal series that were used in the analysis. In this way, a more efficient and unbiased comparison can be obtained.
However, even our study presents few critical issues that should be discussed.
Although the two populations of fetuses we selected for the analysis (Healthy and IUGRs) had comparable and partially overlapping gestational ages at the moment of the cardiotocographic monitoring (healthy = 34.78 ± 0.53 weeks and IUGR = 32.27 ± 2.79 weeks), their average values and distribution are not exactly the same. Gestational age might affect the value of the computed parameters, which are subject to changes during the development of the fetus in the evolution of the pregnancy. In order to minimize this problem, we selected for the healthy population only CTG recordings performed during the 34th and 35th gestational week. Recording CTG data before the 34th week was unfeasible, because healthy pregnant women usually are not submitted to fetal monitoring before this week of gestation. IUGR fetuses are delivered (usually by a cesarean section) well in advance the normal end of the pregnancy, while healthy patients are usually monitored only during the final part of the gestational period.
Second, in our population sample, the CTG recordings of healthy patients are shorter than the recordings of IUGR patients and the length of time series in the two groups differs by 1000 s on average. This difference might bias the results: longer recordings are associated with a larger number of APs and, so, more windows are included in the averaging process to build the PRSA curve. Anyway, in order to use all the available information, we decided to proceed with the analysis of the complete time series without cutting the longer ones. Additional tests confirmed that the difference in signal length does not involve significant changes in the computed DPRS or APRS parameters. This happens because the number of windows that are averaged in the process, over a certain threshold, does not affect the slope value of the curve.
Third, as other research groups, we have proposed other indices to assess fetal well-being that have not been included in this comparative analysis [17] . They are parameters based on the frequency content of FHR signals [18] , other nonlinear parameters (sample entropy or Lempel Ziv Complexity [10] , [18] ), and parameters based on the energy content of FHR [20] . We tried to focus our comparison on few significant and popular indexes, currently used in the clinical practice. They represent a limited set but provide an accurate picture of the state of the art in this field. This allows a one to one comparison of the different indices and avoids an excessive dispersion of the analysis.
The most important remark about the new APRS (DPRS) parameter, is that this index integrates in one figure of merit, the complex physiological mechanisms that affect the number, amplitude, and time course of the increases (or decreases) of the FHR signal related to fetal well-being. Its computation allows an immediate evaluation of the fetal condition, which can be automatically extracted by a computer procedure, without the identification of each acceleration (or deceleration) episode as it is usually done in the clinical practice.
V. CONCLUSION
The final goal of our research is to define a set of indices that could help the clinicians in the critical task of detecting fetal pathological conditions. A new index APRS (DPRS) has been proposed, able to discriminate IUGR from healthy fetuses. It is computed as the slope of the PRSA curve at the anchor point. It shows very good performance when compared with a set of indices that are usually considered to quantify fetal well-being in the clinical practice. APRS and DPRS show the best performance in the discrimination task, behaving better than other parameters computed from the PRSA curve as well as than standard time parameters such as short time variability, long-term irregularity, and Delta. Moreover the two slopes of the PRSA curve do not represent only statistically significant indices, but they are strictly related to physiological events affecting FHR. In some way they summarize the average time course of accelerations and decelerations throughout the whole recording session. This means that the information about the capabilities of fetal cardiovascular control is partially condensed in only two numbers.
APRS and DPRS turned to be simple and reliable indicators of the correct behavior of the ANS in the fetus. They are easily computed in "one shot" analysis of the whole tracing, without any need to segment the recording in 1 min chunks as it happens for STV and Delta indices, and to identify, separate, and analyze individually each acceleration and deceleration.
Obviously they do not represent the "panacea" for reliably assessing fetal well-being, but they can simplify the automatic analysis of FHR recordings and can be included in a set of quantitative parameters helping the clinicians in the hard task of the prenatal diagnosis.
